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ABSTRACT Potassium channels are exquisitely selective, allowing K1 to pass across cell membranes while blocking other
ion types. Here we demonstrate that the number of carbonyl oxygen atoms that surround permeating ions is the most important
factor in determining ion selectivity rather than the size of the pore or the strength of the coordinating dipoles. Although the
electrostatic properties of the coordinating ligands can lead to Na1 or K1 selectivity at some values of the dipole moment, no
signiﬁcant selectivity arises at the speciﬁc value of the dipole moment for carbonyl groups found in potassium channels when
the ligands have complete freedom. Rather, we show that the main contribution to selectivity arises from slight constraints on
the conformational freedom of the channel protein that limit the number of carbonyl oxygen atoms to a value better suited to K1
than Na1, despite the pore being ﬂexible. This mechanism provides an example of a general framework for explaining ion
discrimination in a range of natural and synthetic macromolecules in which selectivity is controlled by the number of coordinating ligands in addition to their dipole moment.

INTRODUCTION
Potassium channels control ionic concentration gradients and
electric potentials across cell membranes. To do this they are
highly selective, being up to 1000 times more permeable to
K1 than Na1, and yet they pass ions at near diffusion-limited
rates (1–4). As inferred from crystal structures, ion discrimination takes place in a narrow portion of the pore, known as
the selectivity filter, in which permeating ions interact directly
with a series of backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms (5,6). However, the exact origins of this selectivity remain a topic of
much debate. The discrimination within potassium channels
can largely be explained in thermodynamic terms, quantified
by the difference in free energy of two ion types in the bulk
solvent and in the pore. The degree of selectivity estimated
by the measurement of competitive fluxes of ions through the
pore suggests a free energy difference of 5–6 kcal/mol (;10 kT,
4 3 1020 J) for K1 relative to Na1 (1–4). Here we describe ion
selectivity in potassium channels as the competition between
the solvent and the selectivity filter for these ions and, using
computational approaches, demonstrate that selectivity is determined by the ability of the protein to more favorably coordinate only some ion species as they pass through the pore.
This explanation does not rely on the pore having a snug fit
for only K1, as had been suggested (5,7,8), but rather highlights the effect played by constraints on the way the carbonyl
oxygen atoms can surround ions in the pore. Furthermore,
we present evidence that indicates that the magnitude of the
dipole moment of the carbonyl ligands is not the predominant factor creating K1 selectivity in potassium channels, as
has also been suggested (9–12). Rather, we find that selecSubmitted March 7, 2007, and accepted for publication June 11, 2007.
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tivity arises primarily from limitations on the way in which
these dipoles can orient around an ion, in particular restrictions on the number of dipoles surrounding the ion, a result
of their being bound together in chains and surrounded by
the remainder of the protein.
An explanation of the free energy difference between K1
and Na1 was suggested when the first crystal structure was
determined, noting that the selectivity filter is too narrow to
fit an ion with a shell of water molecules, and thus, ions must
be dehydrated to enter this region of the channel. The size of
the crystallized filter is such that when a K1 is within the
pore, the interactions with the carbonyl oxygens can compensate for the dehydration energy, whereas they are too far
apart to adequately do so for the smaller Na1, and it is effectively excluded from the pore (5). But, as pointed out previously (11–13), there is a problem with an explanation of ion
selectivity that relies on the precise dimensions of the pore.
There is evidence that the KcsA filter is a relatively flexible
structure that undergoes rapid thermal fluctuations of magnitude much greater than the 0.38 Å radius difference between
Na1 and K1 as evidenced from the crystallographic thermal
parameters (11), simulations (14–19), and structures obtained
at low concentration (6), suggesting that the protein could
easily adapt to the smaller ion.
An alternative explanation of selectivity has also been
proposed in which the physical characteristics of the coordinating ligands, most notably the dipole moment of the carbonyl
groups, are suggested to be such that the channel naturally
favors binding of K1 (9–12). This would arise through the
competition between the strong electrostatic attraction of the
ion with the oxygen atoms that determines the structure of
the filter around the ion (and allows the pore to close about
small ions), and the weaker repulsion between the oxygen
atoms that would regulate selectivity. Initial calculations by
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Eisenman suggested that ligands of differing field strength
could selectively bind differently sized ions (9). This was
further supported by pioneering free energy calculations from
MD simulations that highlighted the key role that the electrostatic attraction between ions and their coordinating ligands
plays in determining the selectivity of the cyclic antibiotic
valinomycin (10). Although this study noted that steric factors that influence the ability of ligands to pack around the ion
(and presumably influence the number of ligands contacting
the ion) also contribute to the selectivity of the host molecule, this effect has been given less importance than the field
strength of the ligands in many discussions of potassium
channels. In recent MD free energy calculations on the KcsA
channel, the importance of having eight coordinating ligands
for achieving K1 selectivity has been noted, but the influence of the ligand dipole moment on creating selectivity was
highlighted, albeit to a lesser extent in the most recent study
(11,12,20). A difficulty with explaining potassium channel
selectivity predominantly in terms of the field strength or
dipole moment of the coordinating carbonyl ligands, however, is that it does not easily account for the conflicting fact
that smaller ions tend to coordinate with ligands with the
stronger electric field better than larger ions (9). This is simply a consequence of the fact that there can be larger electrostatic interactions when the ion can move closer to the ligand
(notwithstanding any repulsion between the oxygen atoms).
In the case of the potassium channels, the dipole moment
of the carbonyl ligands is slightly larger than that of the
surrounding water, and thus, using a rationale of dipole
strength alone, one might expect that the smaller Na1 ions
would be favored in the pore over K1.
Here we wish to show that the number of coordinating
ligands, limited by the Angstrom-level constraints on the protein, is the most important factor creating K1 selectivity in
potassium channels. We present evidence that neither the
specific size of the pore nor the intrinsic dipole moment of
the carbonyl ligands is the main discriminating factor that
leads to K1 selectivity in potassium channels. Using ab initio
calculations and MD simulations we show that ion selectivity
is primarily a consequence of limitations on how the carbonyl ligands can coordinate permeating ions, in particular
constraints on the number of ligands that surround the ion.
METHODS

thermodynamic calculations in chemical reactions. It was deemed computationally intractable to include the entire KcsA structure in detailed ab initio
calculations. For this reason, only the S2 binding site, which showed the
greatest degree of selectivity in previous MD simulations (11), was included
in our calculations. The structure of the S2 binding site was extracted from
the high-resolution crystal structure of KcsA (6). The four protein chains
were terminated with hydrogen atoms, and all side chains were removed and
replaced with hydrogen as illustrated in Fig. 1, A and B, for computational
simplicity.
The energies of the exchange reactions were calculated differently in the
ab initio and MD approaches. In the former, geometry optimized structures
of each fragment (such as the ion-water complexes shown in Fig. 1, C and D)
were determined first, and the energy of each was summed to produce the
final value. In the molecular dynamics simulations, the free energy was determined from free energy perturbations during dynamic simulations in
which an ion was slowly morphed from one type to another. Further details
of two methods and the conditions employed in each case are given below.
To further elucidate the origins of ion selectivity, calculations were also
made in a number of hypothetical situations in which the ions were exchanged between two different bulk solvents, or a bulk solvent and a small
number of specified ligands as described in the Results section.

Ab initio calculations
The geometry of each fragment of the ion-exchange reaction equation was
optimized before the final energy calculations were made. The minimum
energy conformations of the ion-solvent and ion-S2 clusters were determined
by geometry optimizations starting from a range of different starting configurations. Ion-water clusters for up to six water molecules were obtained
using the minimum-energy geometries determined previously by Feller et al.
(23,24). All geometry optimizations were made at the HF level using the
6-311G* basis set, and final energy calculations were made using MP2/
6-311G* with counterpoise correction to minimize basis set superposition
error. Standard effective core potentials were utilized for Rb1 and Cs1.
Previous work by Feller et al. (25) has shown that this methodology gave
results within 1 kcal/mol of those obtained by optimizing using MP2 or DFT
with correlation-consistent basis sets for the energy of ions binding to crown
ethers. Free energy calculations were not attempted in the ab initio calculations, primarily because accurate estimates of entropy require extremely
accurate calculations of the vibrational modes (26), and this was decided to
be too computationally demanding. In addition, our MD simulations under
different temperatures suggest the change in entropy in the bound states of
Na1 and K1 are much smaller than the enthalpic contribution (see Fig. 3, for
example). Because the geometry-optimized configurations present static configurations, the number of oxygen atoms within the fist and second hydration
shells can be clearly determined in the ion-solvent and ion-S2 clusters using
a cutoff of 3.6 Å for K1 and 3.2 Å for Na1. For example, it can be seen in the
optimized ion-water complexes shown in Fig. 1, C and D, that whereas eight
water molecules can directly coordinate K1, only six do so for Na1. All
calculations were made using Gaussian03 (27).

Molecular dynamics calculations

The energetics of ion selectivity was investigated using both ab initio and
MD simulations to determine the energy of the following exchange reaction
in which K1 inside a specific binding site in the selectivity filter of the KcsA
channel (K1/S2) is exchanged with another ion type in bulk solvent (M1/Sol):
1

1

DG

1

1

M =Sol 1 K =S2 / K =Sol 1 M =S2 :
Defining the thermodynamics of selectivity in this way as the difference
in the free energy of the ions in the pore and in the bulk has provided
valuable insight in a large number of previous studies (e.g., 10,11,19,21,22).
We write this free energy difference in terms of the exchange reaction to
show clearly the steps involved in the calculation and the similarity to
Biophysical Journal 93(8) 2635–2643

Each ion-exchange reaction energy was determined by combining the free
energy change from two alchemical free energy perturbation calculations.
Free energy perturbations morphing K1 to Na1 and vice versa were made in
20 steps at a constant pressure of 1 atm within an initially 30 3 30 3 30 Å
TIP3P water box, a 30 3 30 3 30 Å formaldehyde box with counterions,
and within the S2 model over a period of 20–40 ns of simulation. Unless
otherwise stated, harmonic restraints of 2.2 kcal/mol/Å2 were applied to all
the carbon and nitrogen atoms in the S2 model to replicate the root meansquare (RMS) fluctuations seen in MD simulations of the entire channel
embedded in a lipid bilayer, and a weaker constraint of 0.55 kcal/mol/Å2 was
applied to keep the ions inside the site. The energy-minimized structure used
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FIGURE 1 Structures used in energy calculations. (A) Side and (B) top views of the S2
binding site model extracted from crystallographic data are shown. The ab initio geometryoptimized structure for a cluster of (C) K1 and
eight water molecules and (D) Na1 and eight
water molecules are shown with the ionoxygen distances to the coordinating ligands
noted.

to produce the results in Fig. 3 was created with the nominated ion in the site
and harmonic restraints on the carbon and nitrogen atoms. Direct electrostatic calculations were used for the S2 system. Lennard-Jones parameters
for the cations were chosen that reproduce the experimental free energy in
bulk water. All MD simulations were conducted with NAMD (28) with the
CHARMM27 force field (29), time steps of 1 ps, and a temperature of 310 K
unless otherwise stated. When the ‘‘liquid S2’’ model described in the Results section was examined, the four protein chains were cleaved between
a-carbon and nitrogen atoms.

(solvents with disparate dipole moments) was determined.
The partitioning of Na1 into the solvent with greater dipole
moment (formaldehyde or acetonitrile) and K1 into water is
again naturally favored with an energy difference of ;3 and
5 kcal/mol, respectively. Although the size of the dipole

RESULTS
To demonstrate that small ions prefer to be coordinated by
solvents of greater dipole moment, we determined the partitioning of Na1 and K1 into water and formaldehyde using
MD simulations while varying the partial charge and thus the
dipole moment of the carbonyl groups in formaldehyde. The
thermodynamics of this partitioning was investigated by determining the free energy DG of the following ion-exchange
reaction:
1

1

DG

1

1

Na =H2 O 1 K =OCH2 / K =H2 O 1 Na =OCH2 ;
in which Na1=H2 O represents a sodium ion in water,
K1=OCH2 represents potassium in formaldehyde, and so
on. As illustrated by the diamonds in Fig. 2, Na1 is naturally
preferred in the solvent of greater dipole moment, and when
formaldehyde has a dipole moment similar to that of the
carbonyl ligand in the potassium channel, there is very little
selectivity. This point is also illustrated using ab initio calculations in which the ion-exchange energy (DE) for swapping
Na1 in water with K1 in either formaldehyde or acetonitrile

FIGURE 2 Ion-exchange free energies determined from MD calculations.
The free energies are plotted for the exchange of Na1 and K1 between water
and either formaldehyde solvent ()), the S2 binding site from KcsA with
harmonic restraints (d), or the liquid S2 model in which the eight carbonyl
ligands forming the S2 binding site can move independently without
restraints (n). In each case the partial charge of the carbonyl dipole is altered
such that the oxygen and carbon atoms carry equal and opposite charge to
change the dipole moment of the coordinating ligands. The partial charge of
the carbonyl group in the CHARMM27 force field is noted by the vertical
doted line. The ;5 kcal/mol selectivity of the S2 binding site is lost when the
ligands have more conformational freedom.
Biophysical Journal 93(8) 2635–2643
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moment of the competing ligands is important for determining ion selectivity, the carbonyl dipole moment is not such
that it favors binding of K1 over Na1 by more than 1 kcal/
mol in these situations where the ligands have complete
freedom to orient about the ions. It should be noted that this
study of partitioning of ions between solvents is conducted
for pedagogical reasons only. Both formaldehyde and acetonitrile are miscible with water, meaning that such partitioning of ions can not be seen in practice. Also, our ab initio
calculations are conducted with the ion-solvent clusters in
vacuum rather than in a bulk solvent. These results do show,
however, that the strength of the carbonyl dipole moment
cannot itself be the cause of the 5–6 kcal/mol selectivity of
potassium channels for K1 over Na1.
To determine the origins of selectivity in potassium channels, we conducted a series of ab initio and MD calculations
to examine the selectivity filter of KcsA. Because the entire
filter is too large to enable detailed ab initio calculations, we
examined selectivity within just the S2 binding site that
showed the greatest degree of selectivity in previous MD
simulations (11). The thermodynamics of ion selectivity was
then investigated via the ion-exchange reaction described in
the Methods section, an approach similar to that used previously to examine selectivity in crown ethers (26). Because
we are not including all of the protein in our simulations, it is
likely that the bare binding site will undergo motions that
would not be possible when it is surrounded by a large number of additional protein atoms. To overcome this problem,
we included harmonic restraints on the backbone carbon and
nitrogen atoms to keep them close to their starting positions.
A force constant of 2.2 kcal/mol/Å was used for this purpose,
which reproduces the RMS fluctuations of the carbonyl oxygen atoms of ;0.75 Å seen in MD simulations of the entire
protein and as estimated from the crystallographic B parameters (11).
The solvent plays a critical role in determining the selectivity of the pore as evidenced from ab initio ion exchange
reaction energies of the group 1 cations. In the gas phase, that
is when no solvent is present when the exchange energies are
calculated, the potassium channel binding site shows a very
large degree of selectivity favoring smaller ions over large
ones, as shown in Fig. 3, because of the greater electrostatic
interactions that can arise. This property has also been seen
in previous MD simulations of the KcsA selectivity filter
(19). However, as also shown in Fig. 3, the selectivity sequence of the channel changes significantly when the solvent
is included in the exchange reaction. In this case the final
selectivity sequence of the channel is determined by the balance of the solvation and binding energies of the ions, as has
been previously described (5,8–10). An ion will be favored
in the channel if its binding energy minus its solvation energy is lower than that of the competing ion. With water as
the solvent, K1 is favored in the binding site, whether the
protein is held fixed in its crystal structure (Fig. 3 C) or
allowed to optimize its structure to adapt to the ions (Fig.
Biophysical Journal 93(8) 2635–2643
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3 A). Notably, however, the model pore alters its selectivity
sequence when the solvent is changed from water to acetonitrile (Fig. 3 B). In this case, if we extrapolate the results to
larger solvent numbers, it appears that the larger Cs1 and
Rb1 ions become favored over both K1 and Na1. This can
be understood clearly when selectivity is considered as a
competition between the channel and the solvent to coordinate the ions; the smaller ions tend to partition into acetonitrile because it has a very large dipole moment, leaving the
larger ions in S2. Because the selectivity sequence alters with
a change in solvent, it is obvious that the selectivity of the
pore is not an intrinsic property of the protein alone but rather
a relative property that also depends on the nature of the
surrounding solvent.
Although ion selectivity is dependent on the solvent, an
explanation is still required to detail the factors that make
the potassium channel selective for K1 over Na1 when immersed in water. That is, why is the difference in binding
energy of the two ions less in the channel than in bulk water?
In both our ab initio and MD calculations we find that K1 is
favored over Na1 in the S2 binding site by ;5–6 kcal/mol in
agreement with the ion flux measurements of selectivity
(1–4) and simulations on the entire protein (11). Altering the
strength of the carbonyl dipoles in MD simulations has a
significant effect on the selectivity of the pore as shown in
Fig. 2 (circles), reversing it when the dipole moment of the
carbonyl ligands is increased much above the default values
in the CHARMM parameter set. Notably, this selectivity
does not depend on the precise geometry of the pore: K1 is
favored over Na1 when the site is held fixed in its crystal
structure or when it is allowed to optimize its geometry (Fig.
3, A and C). A calculation of the partial charges of the carbonyl groups in the S2 model using our ab initio calculations
(using the electrostatic fitting method (30)) indicates that the
dipole moment is not significantly different from that used in
the CHARMM 22 force field (a partial charge of 60.53 for
the carbon and oxygen compared to 60.51 in the force field).
Furthermore, the presence of thermal fluctuations of the
protein does not have a great effect on selectivity. As shown
in Fig. 4, whether the pore is allowed to fluctuate in a harmonic potential about the crystal structure, the structure optimized with K1 or the structure optimized with Na1, the
degree of selectivity is relatively invariant as the size of the
RMS thermal fluctuations is increased from 0 to 0.9 Å by
increasing the temperature of the simulations. The degree of
selectivity is notably less, however, when the structure is restrained about the energy-minimized geometry found with
Na1 in the pore. This lack of dependence of selectivity on
the size of the thermal fluctuations has been noted previously
(19). Another similar study noticed a slightly larger dependence of selectivity on the size of the thermal fluctuations
(11); however, it should be noted that the constraints applied in that study are different from those used here. In that
study, a constant temperature was used while the width of a
flat-bottomed constraining potential was modified to produce
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FIGURE 3 Ion-exchange energies determined from ab initio calculations. The energy of the ion-exchange reactions described in the text is plotted against
the number of solvent molecules used to coordinate the ions. Exchange energies are plotted relative to K1, which is taken as 0. Results are obtained with the
protein harmonically restrained about the crystal structure using either (A) water or (B) acetonitrile as the solvent, as well as with the protein fixed in the crystal
structure using water as the solvent (C). The ion types most favored in the channel fall at the bottom of each plot. (D) The selectivity sequence of the site is
indicated in the gas phase, in water, and in acetonitrile (MeCN).

different RMS fluctuations of the carbonyl atoms. A complication with this protocol is that the mean positions of the
atoms can alter with no strain within the width of the flatbottomed well, and the effects of this position change on the
free energy difference cannot easily be differentiated from
those created by the increasing size of thermal fluctuations.
Here we use a constant three-dimensional harmonic potential
to constrain the backbone carbon and nitrogen atoms while
altering the temperature of the simulation. This keeps the
average position of the atoms similar as the size of the thermal fluctuations increases with increasing temperature.
If selectivity is not a consequence of the precise dimensions of the pore, and if it does not arise for the specific dipole moment of the carbonyl ligands in the absence of other
conditions as seen in Fig. 2, then an alternative explanation
must be found. One possibility is that, although the protein
is not held in a rigid structure, there is nonetheless some
constraint on the conformational freedom of the carbonyl
ligands created by the way they are bound in chains and surrounded by other protein atoms, a constraint that limits how
they can coordinate permeating ions. Even if the channel
protein is relatively flexible, the coordination numbers and

ion-oxygen distances may be somewhat constrained, and
even a slight limitation on this will have a significant effect
on the thermodynamics of ion binding. Both the geometryoptimized structures of Na1 and K1 in S2 found in ab initio
calculations (Fig. 5 B), and the average position of the ions in
the MD calculations suggest that ions can be coordinated
only by either four or eight oxygen atoms in the binding site
(Table 1), but nothing in between. As we will show below,
limiting the coordination numbers in this way has a large
effect on the selectivity of the site, as it enables the difference
in binding energy of the two ion types to be different in the
site than in bulk solvent. One would expect from steric considerations alone that it is more difficult for eight ligands to
crowd around the smaller Na1 than for K1, and this will
favor the binding of K1 in the channel. The results of our ab
initio geometry optimization for the ions in a small cluster of
eight water molecules shown in Fig. 1, C and D, support this
contention, showing that eightfold coordination is a minimum energy state for K1 but not for Na1, for which the
minimum occurs with sixfold coordination. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that forcing eightfold coordination is likely
to favor K1 over Na1 and thus will lead to K1 selectivity.
Biophysical Journal 93(8) 2635–2643
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FIGURE 4 Influence of thermal fluctuations on ion-exchange energies
determined from MD simulations. The free energy of the exchange reaction
is plotted against the temperature of the simulations when the carbon and
nitrogen atoms are held in harmonic constraints about their positions in the
crystal structure (d) and structures found by minimizing the protein coordinates with either a K1 (s) or Na1 (n) in the pore. The size of the RMS
thermal fluctuations increases linearly with temperature.

To test whether the slight constraints on the conformational freedom of the carbonyl ligands are responsible for ion
selectivity in potassium channels, we examined the effect of
removing these conditions in both MD simulations and ab
initio calculations. In MD this was done simply by removing
the harmonic constraints on the atoms and slicing each protein chain in two such that the ion was surrounded by eight
carbonyl ligands that can move independently. In the ab initio
calculations, the bonds cannot be so easily cleaved; however,
a similar effect can be created by replacing the eight carbonyl
ligands with eight formaldehyde molecules initially arranged
in the same geometry as the carbonyl ligands in S2. As shown
in Fig. 5, when the bonds between the carbonyl groups are
removed, and when the restraints that mimic the effects of
the surrounding protein are removed in ab initio calculations,
the ligands are able to obtain new geometries that better optimize ion coordination. For K1, the oxygen atoms remain in
a position very close to that found in S2 (Fig. 5, A and C).
However, for Na1 (Fig. 5 D), two of the eight carbonyl
groups are pushed further away from the ion into a second
solvation shell, leaving only six oxygen atoms in the inner
shell (Table 1). When the coordinating ligands are free to
find their optimal geometries (i.e., are not bound together,
held in place by the remainder of the protein) the 5 kcal/mol
selectivity of the pore for K1 is lost (Table 2). The selectivity
sequence follows that for free solvents of the given dipole
moment, as illustrated by the squares in Fig. 2.
If the selectivity for K1 is largely determined by constraints on the carbonyl ligands, it is interesting to consider
the kind of constraints required to yield this degree of selectivity. Is it important to place the carbonyl oxygens in a
Biophysical Journal 93(8) 2635–2643
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FIGURE 5 Geometry-optimized structures from ab initio calculations.
The structure of the K1/S2 (A) and Na1/S2 (B) structures are shown as
determined with harmonic constraints applied to the backbone carbon and
nitrogen atoms. The structures determined for K1/(OCH2)8 (C) and Na1/
(OCH2)8 (D) calculated with no constraints are also shown, demonstrating
that K1 can be coordinated by eight carbonyl ligands with little strain, as can
be achieved in S2, whereas Na1 prefers to be coordinated by six ligands,
which is not possible in S2. (Note that eightfold coordination of Na1 is
higher in energy than sixfold coordination.)

particular arrangement, or is it more important to simply limit
the coordination numbers of the ligands about the permeating ions? To answer this question we calculated the selectivity of a simple model containing eight formaldehyde
molecules in which the oxygen atoms are allowed to move
freely within a sphere of radius 3.5 Å about a central ion as
done previously (11). This constraint keeps all the carbonyl
ligands close to the ions, preventing any from escaping to a
second solvation shell. As illustrated in Table 2 (and Fig. 6),
this system has a very similar degree of selectivity for K1
over Na1 as the potassium channel (5.8 kcal/mol). However,
removing the constraint and allowing the formaldehyde to
orient freely removes most of the selectivity. As well as reinforcing the conclusion that conformational constraints are
important for creating K1 selectivity, these results show that
the specific nature of the constraints is not critical as long as
the number of ligands coordinating the ion is fixed.
The simple model described above provides a system in
which the effects of restricting coordination numbers on the
thermodynamics of selectivity can be examined, extending a
similar study presented previously (11). Constraining otherwise free ligands within a spherical boundary allows the number of coordinating ligands to be specified, such that the effect
of this and the partial charge (or equivalent dipole moment)
of the ligands on selectivity can be systematically studied.
We have postulated earlier that K1 selectivity arises in potassium channels primarily from having eight ligands coordinating the ions. As illustrated in Fig. 6, constraining the
number of coordinating ligands to eight is likely to produce
K1 over Na1 selectivity for almost any value of their dipole
moment. A coordination number of 8 is much less favorable
for Na1 than K1 and thus leads to K1 selectivity. This
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TABLE 1 Coordination numbers of the minimum energy
structures found in ab initio calculations
Ion
1

Na
K1

H2O/MeCN

S2

Liquid S2

6
8

4
8

6
8

The ions are surrounded by either eight solvent molecules (column 1), the
S2 binding site (column 2), or the liquid S2 model comprising eight formaldehyde molecules (column 3). The structures corresponding to these numbers are shown in Fig. 1, C and D, and Fig. 5.

selectivity is lost when the number of ligands is reduced to
five or six.
Some more general properties of K1 or Na1 selectivity in
flexible systems can also be derived from the results that
highlight the role played both by the number of coordinating
ligands and their dipole moment. As shown in Fig. 6, K1
over Na1 selectivity can be obtained either with weakdipole-strength ligands at any coordination number (because
the smaller Na1 will have a stronger electrostatic interaction
with the solvent than the ligands surrounding the binding
site) or by constraining the coordination number to 8. As the
strength of the dipole is increased, the effect of constraining
the coordination number on selectivity also increases. In the
case of the intermediate-strength carbonyl dipoles, we find
that the bulk of the K1 selectivity seen in the KcsA channel
is accounted for by the difference in the energy between
eightfold and sixfold coordination. Na1 selectivity, on the
other hand, will arise only for a small range of coordination
numbers (from four to six ligands) and only provided the
dipole strength is greater than that of carbonyl groups.
It is worth noting that the effect of coordination number on
selectivity described above does not make specific reference
to the bulk coordination numbers of the ions but relies only
on the fact that eightfold coordination is less favorable for
Na1 than it is for K1. Although early MD studies suggested
TABLE 2 Loss of selectivity caused by removing
conformational restraints on carbonyl ligands
Ligand
Formaldehyde S2
configuration
Liquid S2
Formaldehyde
3.5 Å sphere

DE restrained
(kcal/mol)

DE free
(kcal/mol)

Loss of
selectivity (kcal/mol)

9.99

1.26

8.73

5.24
5.77

0.03
1.26

5.27
4.51

The energies involved in exchanging K1 in the carbonyl ligands with Na1
in water calculated from three different sets of MD simulations are shown.
In the first two rows, the carbon and nitrogen atoms are held by weak harmonic constraints about the positions of the S2 binding site in the KcsA
crystal structure. These restraints are removed to produce the ‘‘free’’ data
shown in the second data column. The last row of data shows results in
which the oxygen atoms in the formaldehyde molecules are free to move
within a 3.5 Å radius sphere centred on the ion. This constraining sphere is
again removed to produce the ‘‘free’’ results. Although the carbonyl ligands
provide a K1 selective binding site when restrained in a potassium channellike structure, this is lost when the ligands have more conformational freedom.

FIGURE 6 Influence of coordination number and dipole moment on Na1/
K1 selectivity in flexible systems. The free energy determined from MD
calculations in which K1 surrounded by carbonyl ligands is exchanged with
Na1 in bulk water is plotted against the number of carbonyl ligands
coordinating the ions. The coordination numbers are constrained by forcing
the oxygen atoms on the carbonyl ligands to remain with in a 3.5 Å sphere.
Four different calculations are made with differing partial charges on the
carbonyl ligands as specified beside each curve. Equivalent dipole moments
assuming an oxygen-carbon separation of 1.23 Å are also shown in brackets.
Results for the default partial charge of the carbonyl groups in the
CHARMM parameter set are shown by the solid line.

that the coordination number of K1 in bulk water was above
7 (31), and for Na1 was 5.6 (32), more recent x-ray and neutron diffraction experiments (33,34) and ab initio MD simulations (35) suggest that the number is closer to 5 or 6 for
both ion types. An implication of this is that a site that replicates bulk coordination by containing six ligands with dipole moment similar to water should show little selectivity
(unless changing the surrounding dielectric constant has a
large influence). Our results are consistent with this expectation because the minimum selectivity for carbonyl-like dipoles arises with six ligands, as shown in Fig. 6.

DISCUSSION
The discrimination of potassium channels for different ion
types results from a competition between the protein and
solvent to bind the ions that can be quantified by the difference in the binding and solvation energy of the species. As
a consequence, the selectivity sequence is determined by properties of both the protein and the solvent, including their dipole moment and ability to coordinate the ions. Although we
have examined just one binding site in the channel and not
discussed how selectivity can be influenced by more distant
properties, such as the presence of additional ions in nearby
sites (21) or the effect of the surrounding dielectric constant,
we are able to quantify some of the fundamental causes of
K1 selectivity. Here we find that the two most important factors for determining the ion selectivity of a flexible binding
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site are the number of coordinating ligands and their electrostatic properties.
Our results do confirm the possibility that the electrostatic
properties of the coordinating ligands can, in principle, create
an ion-selective binding site. However, these results also suggest that in the case of potassium channels, the electrostatic
properties of the carbonyl ligands are not the primary discriminating factor that leads to K1 selectivity. This is evidenced by the fact that there is little or no selectivity for K1
over Na1 when the carbonyl ligands have complete coordinational freedom to orient about the ions (Fig. 2, squares
and diamonds). Instead, we have demonstrated that by placing slight constraints on the conformational freedom of the
carbonyl ligands, potassium channels limit the number of ligands that coordinate the permeating ions. Thus, they are
better able to compensate the energetic cost of dehydrating
K1 than Na1 because eightfold coordination is less favorable to Na1 than to K1. The Angstrom level constraints on
the coordinating ligands are essential to obtain the 5–6 kcal/
mol selectivity of the channel for K1 over Na1 because their
removal leads to a complete loss of selectivity (Table 2). It
has previously been noted that the number of ligands coordinating the ions influences ion selectivity (11,12,20), but
here we emphasize that this appears to be the most important
cause of selectivity in potassium channels. Indeed, given that
there are eight ligands, K1 selectivity will arise for virtually
any value of the ligand dipole moment.
Although this theory shares some similarities with the
original ‘‘snug fit’’ explanation of selectivity in that it highlights the importance of constraints on the protein, we stress
that it is most important to limit the coordination numbers of
the ions, not the pore size. This is evidenced by the results
obtained for the carbonyl ligands constrained in a sphere in
which there are no limits on how ‘‘snugly’’ the ligands can
fit about the ion. Thus, selectivity can emerge in a pore that
is dynamically fluctuating in size by using Angstrom scale
conformational constraints that influence the number of coordinating ligands.
During final revision of this article, another quantum mechanical study came to our attention that reaches some similar conclusions on the origins of K1 selectivity in KcsA (36).
In agreement with our results, eightfold coordination is found
to be necessary for selective K1 partitioning with carbonyl
ligands, and this is lost when the architectural restraints on
the protein are removed to allow for Na1 to obtain lower
coordination numbers. Our ion-water clusters obtained in
vacuum yield optimum coordination numbers of 8 for K1
and 6 for Na1, larger than the average values found in ab
initio MD simulations in bulk solvent. This is consistent with
the suggestion that coordination numbers are larger in lowdielectric environments (e.g., vacuum) than in higher ones
(e.g., bulk water), but these numbers should not be directly
compared because one represents a minimum-energy state
and the other an average from a dynamic simulation that
samples a region of phase space. Our results highlight that
Biophysical Journal 93(8) 2635–2643
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rapid transport of K1 through the channel should not be
prevented by the necessity to move into an eightfold coordinated site from bulk solution where it is on average less
coordinated. However, we do not wish to directly imply that
eightfold coordination in KcsA is caused by the dielectric effects of the surroundings as suggested by Varma and Rempe
(36). We believe that any mechanism that enforces eightfold
coordination of the permeating ions, be this from dielectric
effects, steric effects, or other constraints on the protein, will
suffice to produce selectivity. Conversely, any situation that
enables one or both ions to obtain five- or sixfold coordination can be expected to eradicate this. For example, previous
MD simulations suggest that the lack of selectivity in the NaK
channel compared to KcsA can be attributed to the slight
architectural differences that allow for the Na1 ions to position themselves such that they are surrounded by six ligands
rather than eight as in KcsA (20). This suggests that involving the dielectric properties of the surroundings is not necessarily required to explain selectivity.
The general rules examined here provide a framework for
understanding selectivity in a range of other molecules. For
example, the recently crystallized leucine transporter (37)
selectively binds Na1 with just six ligands and has some
ligands of greater dipole strength than the carbonyl groups to
help favor binding of Na1, as is shown to be required in Fig. 6.
Similarly, Na1 channels use charged amino acid side chains
to bind ions (38). This explanation of ion discrimination that
includes strains on the protein that limit ion coordination as
well as the electrostatic properties of the ligands provides a
conceptual framework for understanding selectivity in a
range of natural and synthetic molecules as diverse as macrocyclic ligands and biological transporters.
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